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Nobody likes sudden change particularly when we’ve been used to certain visuals, tastes, smells and 

sounds in a familiar environment. Making a move, even for all the right reasons can be very different 

from what we are used to. Therefore carefully planned and timed transitions are essential if we are 

to build on success for our young people as they move into the next phase of their lives and so for 

some this means beginning an early phased transition. We had a visit last week from a pupil who is 

currently in P7 and who will be joining us full time in August 2020. We had provided a social story 

with lots of visuals and during their visit they ticked off rooms and areas from their checklist. This 

allowed them to stay focused which helped to reduce anxiety levels and gave me an opportunity to 

carry out a brief formative assessment, including their delight at seeing some friends already happy 

here. 

We are also preparing to welcome a young person who has been home schooled and so we have 

been taking very small steps, engaging in dialogue with parents and professionals and gradually 

increasing immersion in class. This well planned approach has given the young person confidence to 

attempt activities they had previously resisted, and we are already looking to increase their time 

with us. 

Today Leven class set their bonfires alight which had been built as part of their IDL project based 

around Hallowe’en and Guy Fawkes. All pupils had fully participated in the activity and described 

how the materials would change once they were set alight. Naturally many of us were drawn to 

watch the small fire burn and enjoyed the mesmerising effects of flames, prompting dialogue from 

pupils from other classes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I attended a Drama session today which has been created by one of the Knox Drama teachers 

specifically for Meadowpark pupils. Today they were participating in a yoga session which was 

clearly designed to encourage the young people to think about their bodies in relation to movement 

and space, which can be very challenging for pupils with autism and associated proprioception 

issues. Proprioception: perception or awareness of the position and movement of the body. Ms 

Whitfield provided exercises to improve balance and proprioception which not only benefitted 

pupils, but staff too. Think I’ll take my yoga mat along next week… 



On Wednesday Head Teachers and Depute Head teachers joined 

together for sessions on Professional Enquiry, listening to George 

Gilchrist and engaging in professional dialogue to explore barriers and 

challenges when considering on a whole school practitioner enquiry 

approach to developing standards and personal development. 

Coincidentally after my HTLA experience with Columba 1400 in October 

the timing of this couldn’t have been better. We were reassured that 

there is no quick fix to this approach and it can take years for staff to 

reach individual or collaborative ‘eureka moments’, but the more we 

engage with professional reading, research, evidence and dialogue I 

believe the stronger our teaching profession will become to the benefit of all our learners. We set 

high standards for the pupils in front of us and to achieve this effectively we must be prepared to set 

high standards for ourselves.  

We had a visit from QIO this week and I take so much pride being able to share examples of good 

practice from staff: use of Emotion Works for learner conversations; careful and collaborative 

positive support plans with detailed profiles of young people and clear evidence of collegiality with 

mainstream staff for the benefit of pupil engagement.  

‘Every day is a school day’ – quite literally for many of us, and we owe it to ourselves and the young 

people we are working so closely with to be curious, adaptable, well read and proactive in providing 

a quality education. 

 

Have a peaceful weekend. 

Ms C Prime 15.11.19 


